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Why are listeners calling this the perfect tool to supplement the "The Secret"? 5 MP3 Songs SPOKEN

WORD: With Music, NEW AGE: Meditation Details: March 22, 2007 For Immediate Release... Prominent

Hypnotherapist and Instructor Implicated In Copyright Infringement Lawsuit Hypnotherapist Matt Sison

and hypnotherapy instructor Cal Banyan, founder of the Banyan Hypnosis Center, are being implicated in

a civil and federal copyright infringement lawsuit being filed against them by Bheau View Ranch

Recording in regards to the hypnotherapy CD 'Remembrance'. The dispute arose when Mr. Sison refused

payment on over $15,000.00 in Remembrance CDs provided to him by the recording company. The

report alledges that Banyan knowingly conspired with Sison to sell the CDs after being notified to cease

all sales and promotional activities. Matt Sison has still not settled the account and is being sued for

damages. Bheau View Ranch Recording and producer Sheldon Tarsha are the legal owners of the

'Remembrance' recording. They are urging all vendors and promotional outlets to cease sales and

promotional activity of the Remembrance CD until this matter is resolved. -- "Remembrance" takes you on

a journey to the center of the universe to uncover a truth that has existed since the dawn of creation. Set

to a rich, professional, holographic soundtrack, this guided visual meditation C.D. will empower you to

create a life of extraordinary possibilities. Through a vivid sequence of meditations and guided imagery,

you will reconnect with a truth that keeps you in vibrational resonance with your infinite potential for

prosperity, abundance, health and the ability to manifest all you desire. If youve watched the DVD "The

Secret", read the Abraham books, watched, read and listened to Wayne Dyer and Deepak Chopra

materials; you know that connecting to Source Energy is crucial toward attaining your truest desires.

Created by producer Sheldon Tarsha, Remembrance gently helps you identify and release what blocks

you from connecting with source energy in the first place. This enables you to utilize source energy more
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powerfully then ever before! As the old saying goes "You must clear the cup before filling it." By clearing

the cup first, this cd takes you beyond the temporary FEEL GOOD sensations created by other CDs, and

into a space for you to consistently and more easily align yourself with the vibrational match to what you

wish to manifest. From here you are reconnected to a spiritual truth and then taken on a glorious ride led

by great masters of our universe to lift your vibrational energy! This is why listeners are calling

"Remembrance" the perfect tool to supplement "The Secret" DVD.
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